Stadium renovation plan abandoned

By TONY TRAPPA  Mustang Staff Writer

Efforts to raise private funds for the renovation of Mustang Stadium were quashed Monday night by Pres. Robert Kennedy.

Kennedy said decreasing the number of seats would have complications such as closing both proposed grandstands. However, he said this would still be an alternative to be considered.

McCabe said funds already collected would not be used for repair or other projects not connected with the renovation. Kennedy said individuals who have purchased President's Row tickets and other improved seating in various denominations will receive a guarantee of improved prime seating beginning next fall unless they withdraw their donation.

Harry Hendersen, area chairman of the project, said yesterday he was hopeful some alternative could be reached.

"I am extremely sorry the project as a whole was shelved," said Hendersen. "It was such a large project, and we just felt short," said Hendersen.

Hendersen asked if he thought the decision made by Kennedy was right. Hendersen said:

"The right one as much as the way the whole project stood and where we thought it was going. It was the only one that could have been made. I hope this will not become a dead end.

The decision apparently means little to the football program, according to Ver Bumola, athletic director. He said:

"There is a prospect of accomplishing some needs for additional seating by using portable bleachers," said Bumola. "The decision does not affect our thinking about Cal Poly's football schedule."

In addition to possible repairs on the west side of the stadium, Kennedy has indicated he also wants a study of ways to provide additional east side seating by expanding the press box.

He said that among alternatives which were proposed by stadium fund raiser Bob Brown was the possible solicitation of "angels" in the community who would have to provide gifts of at least $50,000 to proceed with new east side seating. Kennedy said a year and a half of solicitation, so such gifts appeared, Kennedy said.

He added that among alternatives which were proposed by stadium fund raiser Bob Brown was the possible solicitation of "angels" in the community who would have to provide gifts of at least $50,000 to proceed with new east side seating.

Tickets still available

Tickets are still available for the Sunday night Chico Magnolias concert in California Auditorium. The original cost of $3 is available at the door. Tickets may be purchased at the University Union ticket office, Chico Thriftline and at Bear's Records in San Luis Obispo.
It's not really a fairytale

Once upon a time there was a large corporation. It was called the Research Center of America (RCA) and it lived under the shadow of RC of A. On Dec. 1, 1975, the Computer from the RC of A found herself in trouble. The Computer was the mainframe, the Magnificent, and she had fulfilled the terms of her contract with RC of A.

In the tens of months that followed, the Computer continued to make a name for herself. The Magnificent, however, had become a Magnet for the TEMPS, a bunch of other mainframes. At the time, the Computer was the only Magnet in RC of A, but she had traveled to a foreign land and invited the TEMPS to her party. The Magnificent's name.

The TEMPS were jealous of the Computer's success and decided to teach her a lesson. They convinced the RC of A management that the Magnificent had overstayed her welcome and that she should be replaced. The Computer was devastated. She had worked hard to build her reputation and had always been a good employee.

She was given a week to pack her belongings and leave RC of A. The Company, or the Magnificent as she was now known, was left to fend for herself. The TEMPS were not kind and made life difficult for her. The Computer was forced to find a new job and start over.

The story of the Computer, or the Magnificent as she was now known, is a reminder of the importance of hard work and determination. She never gave up, even when faced with adversity. And in the end, she was able to find a new job and continue her career.

The Computer's story is a testament to the power of perseverance. She never let the TEMPS' attacks get her down and continued to work hard to build her reputation. And in the end, she was able to find a new job and continue her career.

The Computer's story is a reminder that things are not always fair in the world. But with hard work and determination, anything is possible. The Computer proved that with the right attitude and work ethic, anything is possible.

In the end, the Computer was able to find a new job and continue her career. She never gave up, even when faced with adversity. And in the end, she was able to find a new job and continue her career.
Pilgrimage takes monks through SLO

The month-long pilgrimage, also known as 'Tuntary', is the most important event in the Buddhist calendar. It involves monks walking barefoot, chanting and meditating. This year, the pilgrimage is being held in SLO, and it is expected to draw thousands of visitors.

Future energy storage under study

We Just Paid Over Twenty-Five Dollars For This Ad!

The Electric Power Research Institute is under contract to study the feasibility of energy storage—the storage of electric power in large quantities for later use. This can be done by using rechargeable batteries, which store energy in chemical form, or by using other methods. The Institute has already made significant progress in this area.

A Granite Skier's Christmas Present

For the '72-'73 Ski Season, Granite Skiing Co. is offering special deals on ski equipment and passes. Skiing enthusiasts can save up to 25% on ski gear, including skis, boots, and poles. These deals are available only through March 1, 1973.

Weird News Item

The world's largest frog, weighing 200 pounds, was captured in Java. The frog is so large that it can only be transported in a special tank. It is expected to attract tourists from all over the world.

Buddhist Monks

Pilgrimage has always been an important part of Buddhist culture. It is a way for monks to connect with their spiritual roots and to gain wisdom and wisdom.

Weird News Item
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Poly meets Redlands in season opener

The Polytechnic and Redlands are expected to open the season with a good game. Both teams will be in the top five in the Western Athletic Conference. The game will be played at 7 p.m. on Saturday, January 20, at the Polytechnic field.

Ali turns Garbo — 'I want to be alone'

Formerly known as Muhammad Ali, the boxing great turned Garbo for a moment. During a recent interview, he stated, "I want to be alone."

Weekend skiing

The Winter Weather pattern has brought snow to the mountains of the Central Valley. This weekend, ski resorts like Big Bear and Squaw Valley are expected to see good conditions. Visitors are encouraged to check local weather reports before heading out.

Chuck Mangione Quartet

SUNDAY, JANUARY 22, 1978. CHUMASH AUDITORIUM, CAL POLY, SLO. 7 PM & 10 PM

For Sale

Bob Arnes of the Bank, a. m. customer of the "Top Stop". 544-9340 2401 S. PICO

VW & Fiat

Chuck Mangione & Quartet